Huddly Canvas
Do your best work together

With the right tools, teams don’t need to be in the same room to get things done. That’s why we made Canvas, a smart camera that makes it easy to use whiteboards in video meetings. Now you can create ideas and solve problems together, even when you’re all in different places.

- AI-enhanced content capture
- For whiteboards up to 2 x 1.2 meters
- Integrated with Microsoft Teams Rooms & Zoom Rooms
Whiteboarding unlocks creativity and collaborative thinking. Canvas makes this intuitive tool available to remote teams. It is easy to use and doesn’t require meeting participants to learn any new technology. For the best experience, it is integrated with Microsoft Teams Rooms and Zoom Rooms.
Built for Teams and Zoom

Canvas is certified as a Microsoft content camera, and it is recognized as a whiteboard camera in Teams Rooms and Zoom Rooms. When you’re in a call with your team, you can quickly share the whiteboard by clicking the content camera button.

Your ideas, AI-enhanced

Using AI on the camera, Canvas enhances the whiteboard image. It removes gloss and shadows, hides people from the image, and boosts marker colors. Now, remote participants can easily read the content on the whiteboard, contribute their ideas, and be a full part of the conversation.
A flexible solution for any size room

Canvas can be easily installed above any whiteboard up to 2 x 1.2 meters. An integrated USB extender makes it easy to install the Canvas camera and connect it to the meeting room device. Canvas is suitable for any size room.